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How Friday Dressing Revolutionised Indian Work Wear
Sooraj Bhat, COO, Allen Solly reminisces upon the journey
of the brand which introduced the Friday Dressing
concept and by it redeﬁned the very wardrobe of the
Indian urban working man.
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64
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Innovations that Work in Style
Since its inception in 1986, Park Avenue, which looks at
itself as a young, fashion forward, workplace appareland-accessories brand, has striven towards making
the work life of its consumers easy by offering winning
functional innovations. Images BoF talks to Hetal Kotak,
Brand Director, Park Avenue on the wear to work fashion
category in India.
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66

Solemio and Fitz: Indian Brands with an International
Outlook
Ramavtar Maheshwari, Director, Texperts India Pvt Ltd
discloses how Texperts came about to launch Solemio
and Fitz and how these brands have webbed a success
story for the company.
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Launch of a New Brand–Indiaink by Suditi Industries
Ajay Nihalani, CEO, Indianink, in an exclusive interview,
shares launch plans of the brand and how with the
entry of Indiaink in the Indian ethnic apparel market the
consumers will be able to choose from the entire range of
ethnic to fusion line and mix-matches, all at one hub.
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76
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American Apparel Inc.: Doing things The Right Way
With 239 stores in 20 countries across the globe,
American Apparel is one of the few clothing companies
which exports ‘Made in the USA’ goods globally. A truly
vertically integrated company, they are manufacturers,
distributors and retailers of branded fashion apparel.
Images Business of Fashion takes a look at the unique
success mantras of American Apparel Inc.
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52

While rapid industrial and service sector growth is increasing the size of the Indian work force, the
growing awareness amongst corporates on the beneﬁts of well-planned and organised work wear
is driving its growing acceptance. Amit Gugnani (Sr. Vice President, Fashion) and Anant Jangwal
(Consultant, Fashion-Textile & Apparel), Technopak present an overview of work wear in India, its
key trends and drivers, and operating formats of organisations that are doing business in the work
wear space.
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Creating the E-commerce Ethos for Madura F&L
(ABFRL)
Trendin is not any run-of-the-mill fashion
e-commerce portal but a platform which is the
custodian of an incredible fashion heritage. Forged
from the belief in offering endless style options
for the customers, with added on consumer
customization options, we are looking at a potential
winner. Shivanandan Pare, Head-Trendin explains
what gives Trendin an edge over other existing
fashion e-commerce portals.
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Breaking the Price Paradigm to Win Over India’s
Digital Shoppers
Vlad Flamind, Associate Consultant, Kanvic
Consulting discusses how it is possible for Indian
retailers to compete online successfully, and how
discounting is not the only way ahead.
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94
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The Role of Brands and Employees making Fashion
Assistants successful & Customers Happy
B S Nagesh, Founder, TRRAIN pens his thoughts on
the role of the frontline fashion assistant and how
empowering him/her can be the game changer for
fashion retail businesses.
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WELCOME TO THE INFASHION SECTION OF
IMAGES BUSINESS OF FASHION. WE BRING
TO YOU THE LATEST VISTAS AND INSIGHTS
IN FASHION CREATION ACROSS FASHION
DESIGN, TRENDS AND INGREDIENTS

FALL WINTER COLLECTIONS
140 Fall-winter 2015-16 collections

Being Human, Corneliani, Ed Hardy, Forever New,
Lacoste, Leela Apparels, Mojave, Spark, SS Home,
Tommy Hilﬁger, Zola
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162 The Uniform Fabric Industry in India
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For the blue collared, the uniform which they wear
deﬁnes them, and gives a sense of belonging.
IMAGES BoF talks to the top players to understand
the key ingredient in uniform–the fabric.
166 Deﬁning New Boundaries with Uniform Business

M B Raghunath, President – Sales and Marketing,
Mafatlal Industries Ltd shares his perspective on
the company’s growing strengths in the uniform
business.
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168 Lindström Re-deﬁning Workwear with Global

Service Standards

166

Lindström is looking at strong growth and leadership
positioning in India. Anupam Chakrabarty, Managing
Director, Lindström India shares key insights on the
workwear segment and how his company views the
business differently.
172 Dickies: An Iconic American Brand now sets itself

to Conquer the Workwear Business in India
Karthikeya R Reddy, CEO & Director, ID Overseas
Private limited, the exclusive Indian licensee of
Williamson-Dickie Manufacturing company shares
his perspective on the workwear market and how
things have changed post their entry in the country.
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Smart, conﬁdent, and well dressed, the cabin crew
staff of an airline not only represents the philosophy
of the company but also set the glam-quotient.
IMAGES Business of Fashion makes its pick of the
most stylish uniforms in the air today, especially the
ones that embody both look and grace.

TRENDS
182 She Wears the Pants

Bollywood heroines are carrying entire ﬁlms on their
shoulders - a very welcome change. And it’s time that
this sense of power was reﬂecting in their sartorial
choices. We introduce you to the celebrities who are
now carrying power dressing impeccably.
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The Emperor’s New Clothes
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Skinny Dreams

Communication is a key

Though some can hardly wait for the demise of
skinny jeans, but it doesn’t seem likely to happen.
Skinny jeans are now established as a key product
for jeans stores. So will they ever die out and which
category will breach their fortress.

How does a distribution agency work
today? We checked with Gruppo
Flavio Massa in Milan.
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Face to Face
Everybody is talking about the hard times retail
is going through but what about sales and
distribution (S&D)? How is distribution contending
with market changes?
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